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According to Albert Martin
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I love Kylie Minogue, not only because she is pretty, but also because it is a real show girl. She has it in her, she was born for this. Where
"Sea of Sound" via MVD announced the DVD release "Kylie Minogue: Rare and Unseen", I did not even hesitate to order it. How can you
resist a few excerpts of his career that began at the age of eleven years on Australian television?

The series "Rare and Unseen" has narration with a slight change of Minogue's career, shooting interviews non-chronological, but always in
relation to the period in question. She first said to have regretted privacy after having lost and not dreaming that two week vacation! We see
his childhood friend, she speaks of being considered a diva in her big picture of his childhood idols (Olivia Newton-John, Madonna, Prince),
his gain experience and maturity , crazy fans, his dreams, his visit to Sydney Olympic, its not in cinema and theater, his cancer, his exhibition
of dresses, his return on stage in 2010, her perfume and her family.

I sure did not expect such an arrangement of records that makes me think of the kind that we usually find in the literature of war. We have a
mix in each issue of extracts of an interview when she was 21 years old Australian, British television interviews, interviews during his
participation in films ( The Delinquents , Moulin Rouge and Pollux the Magic Roundabout ) or events such as the BRIT Awards, in
presentations such as Dolce and Gabbana in Italy or its derivatives ("Body Language", "Love Kylie", "Showgirl Princess") and even excerpts
from the Children's Program 'Ghost Train' (newly restored) and the official lighting of the Christmas lights in 1989. Obviously I did not expect
an impressive audio-visual quality with this product staged extracts televised taken here and there. We spoke of lost archives and restored in
the press release, I realized it was a "restoration in the objects found" rather than a clean digital!  There is no surcharge on this disc.

From "Neighbours" in her comeback on stage, to "Locomotion" and the waxworks of Madame Tussauds, Kylie fans have to put it under the
tooth. If you are not able to name five songs from the singer (not including "Locomotion"), maybe you'll get bored with this DVD.
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